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The handbook does not attempt to define a single “best” system for any site. Instead, it
presumes that readers need to be aware of the key factors that influence the probability of
achieving success with any given combination of equipment and site characteristics.
Readers will then use their own judgement to evaluate the merits of the various options.
The information in the handbook should be considered only as part of an overall process
for equipment selection which will vary from company to company.
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FALLING EQUIPMENT

Falling can be done by either manual or mechanical methods: the choice between the
two methods is driven primarily by terrain and timber characteristics. However, falling
cannot be considered in isolation of the other phases because it helps to determine their
efficiency and effectiveness. Trees must be felled and aligned in such a way as to mini-
mize fibre loss, value loss, and site disturbance, and maximize productivity in a safe
working environment.

One of the primary differences between hand-falling and mechanical falling is the ef-
fect on hookup efficiency. Hand-felled trees are hooked individually, but the bunching
ability of mechanical falling equipment allows several trees to be hooked at a time.

The following section describes the characteristics of falling equipment, and how these
characteristics affect the operational and environmental success of the falling equipment.

Hand-falling

This activity dates back to the earliest history in the forest industry in British Columbia,
and although the equipment has changed with lightweight, high-powered chainsaws,
the physical aspects of the job remain similar. Falling trees is demanding activity that
requires physical stamina, a concern for safety, and a regard to recovering the maximum
value from each log.

A worker approaches each
tree carrying a gasoline-
powered chainsaw. The
faller examines the tree to
determine any safety haz-
ards such as rotten limbs or
tops, its direction of lean
(trees are safest to fall in the
direction of lean), and the
proposed landing area. The
faller prepares an escape
route away from the pro-
posed falling direction. The
actual falling begins with a

preliminary cut, called the undercut, on the side of the tree in the desired direction of
falling, then a backcut above the undercut on the opposite side of the tree. A hinge of
timber between the undercut and the backcut is left to control the tree during falling and
to prevent the tree from splitting. When the backcut is almost complete and the tree starts
to fall, the faller moves to a safe place on the escape route. After the tree is felled, it may
be cut it into logs.

Hand-falling is often associated with large trees and steep or rough terrain — it is used
for areas where ground-based machines cannot travel or where the trees are too large
for mechanical falling equipment to handle effectively. Hand-falling is used more com-
monly on the Coast than in the Interior of British Columbia, although the proportion of
hand-falling will decrease on the Coast as the amount of second-growth harvesting
increases.

For simplicity, this section will discuss just the overall characteristics of hand-falling.

Figure 67
The faller must clear a

safe path to move
away from the tree

when it starts to fall.

Falling Equipment
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Hand-falling is dangerous
Hand-falling is a dangerous occupation, and many workers are killed or injured each
year in British Columbia as a result of falling accidents. Overhead hazards, precarious
footing, and unstable logs that can slide over steep terrain all contribute to a hazard-
ous work environment. Fallers must be aware of their surroundings at all times, and must
always be prepared to protect themselves from hazards. Safety must be a primary
concern for fallers: a thorough training program that emphasizes safety is essential for
successful operations. Well-trained and productive fallers are a valuable asset to any
operation.

Fallers must work with a partner to ensure that each worker has somebody nearby to
periodically check on their safety. For small ground-based operations, the skidder
operator may act as the partner if the terrain is suitable for simultaneous cut-and-skid
operations. For larger operations, the partner is usually a faller as well, which means that
the cutblock must be large enough to accommodate two or more fallers simultaneously.
“Babysitters”— workers whose only function is to monitor the faller’s safety — are used
occasionally if the work area is too small to accommodate more than one faller.

Occupational safety regulations require at least two tree lengths between fallers. The
space required between fallers increases with steeper terrain because trees may slide
down the slope. Fallers cannot work above one another on steep slopes, and the space
required to accommodate several fallers can be substantial. Therefore, the smaller
cutblocks that have become more common in recent years require smaller falling crews.
Falling costs increase with small crews because fixed costs such as transportation and
supervision must be amortized over a lower production volume. Cutblocks on flatter
ground can accommodate several fallers more easily because the trees do not slide.

Worker safety affects the starting place for falling on steep terrain. Trees tend to lean
downhill, and cannot be felled uphill without a mechanical aid such as a hydraulic jack
or winch. Furthermore, trees can slide downhill after cutting and could accumulate
against the standing timber if falling were to start at the top of the cutblock, posing a
safety hazard. Accordingly, falling must start at the lowest part of the cutblock, and pro-
ceed upslope across a “face” of timber oriented along the contour of the slope. The
yarding that follows hand-falling usually cannot start until all the falling below the road
is completed. The net result of the safety concern is that a higher level of the inventory
must be carried between falling and yarding.

Can work on difficult terrain
Hand-fallers can gain access to areas where mechanical falling equipment cannot oper-
ate; it is not uncommon for fallers on the Coast to work on slopes of 100% or more. Hand-
falling is less common in the Interior, but is still used around steep-sided gullies, areas of
large timber, and other areas that require special attention. With harvesting systems such
as helicopters and large skylines, hand-falling is required because these systems are used
only on difficult ground that ground-based equipment cannot access.

The amount of fibre recovery from cutblocks on difficult terrain must also be considered.
Fallers usually fall the timber across the slope to minimize the amount of timber that “runs”
down the slope and to maximize fibre recovery. When falling within gullies, the felled timber
must be kept from sliding to the bottom of the gully, a difficult task on steep terrain. If the
terrain is so rough as to preclude mechanical equipment and make access by hand-fallers
difficult, then the amount of breakage may also be so high as to make the operation
uneconomic. The ground must be examined in consideration of breakage during falling —
large boulders or rock bluffs increase the potential for breakage.

Hand-falling
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Not limited by tree size
Unlike mechanical falling equipment that is designed for a maximum tree size, hand-
fallers are virtually unlimited by tree size. Chainsaws are available in various sizes and

power levels for cutting
various-size trees. For large
trees, chainsaws can be fit-
ted with longer bars, and the
faller can cut the tree from
all sides; the chainsaw
bar does not have to extend
across the full width of the
tree.

Small tree size affects pro-
ductivity — not only for fall-
ing, but also for the
subsequent phases. Trees

are typically left unbunched after hand-falling (very small trees can be bunched by hand),
which increases the extraction costs. Mechanical falling should be considered for smaller
timber, depending on the amount of small timber and other site conditions.

Falling and bucking can be done concurrently
Recovering the maximum value from each tree is an important factor in maximizing
profitability, and the faller directly influences the amount of fibre recovered from each
tree. A careful faller ensures that each tree is felled into the best landing zone to mini-
mize breakage. In contrast, a careless faller can significantly increase breakage and value
loss by not paying sufficient attention to the landing zone. Stumps, boulders, ridges, or
logs oriented crossways to the falling direction can break an improperly felled tree.

After the falling, the next
step for maximizing the tree
value is to “buck” it into
logs of the correct length.
On the Coast, where many
trees are so large as to be
unmanageable without
bucking, one worker usu-
ally does both the falling
and bucking. In the Interior,
where tree-length or full-
tree systems are more com-
mon, less bucking is done at
the stump. Typical practice

is to fall a few trees, and then buck them into logs, thus avoiding unbucked trees that
are piled too high, rendering the bottom trees inaccessible.

Bucking for maximum value requires that the faller examine each tree thoroughly before
deciding upon the best bucking locations. A set of corporate standards usually guides the
faller, although some software programs are available for handheld computers to calculate
the optimal bucking locations. The final decision always rests with the faller. Regardless of
the means used to determine the bucking location, hand-falling and bucking provide the

Figure 68
Large, old-growth

timber felled
by hand.

Figure 69
A faller preparing to

buck a tree into logs.

Falling Equipment
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opportunity to examine each tree closely and to base the bucking decision on first-hand
information.

Bucking large trees into logs can be difficult on steep, broken, or gullied terrain. The faller
must be able to work safely, and the cuts must be positioned such that the resulting logs
will not move after bucking. Logs shifting position after bucking can pose a significant
safety hazard. If the terrain is unsuitable for at-the-stump bucking, then the yarding
equipment must be large enough to handle the full-length trees without causing exces-
sive breakage and soil disturbance.

Depending on corporate preferences, topping and limbing may be done at the stump
or at roadside or landing.  The location where debris accumulates may be an issue —
topping and limbing the trees at the stump avoids the large accumulations of debris in
the landing, but it may require more post-harvesting site treatments to abate the fire
hazard or to create enough plantable sites. Even with at-the-stump bucking, broken ends
usually remain and require trimming at the landing, so roadside accumulations cannot
be avoided altogether.

Capital costs, operating costs, and productivity are low
The capital investment required for hand-falling is several hundred times less than for
mechanical falling, and the falling cost per cubic metre is usually lower as well.
Despite these differences, other factors such as terrain and timber conditions and total
system productivity dominate the choice between the two systems for large contractors.
Hand-falling is unsuitable to use with highly mechanized skidding equipment such as
grapple skidders and clambunks because of its lower productivity, both for the falling
and for the subsequent extraction phase.

However, capital costs are an important factor for smaller or part-time contractors who
may be unable to amortize the costs over a large volume. Hand-falling is often associ-
ated with contractors specialized in operations such as steep-slope or sensitive-ground
areas.

Affected by weather 
Inclement weather affects hand-fallers more than mechanical falling equipment. It is not
uncommon on the Coast to lose several days’ work each year because of high wind,
snow, or fog, especially during the fall and winter.

Even though the fallers may be unable to work for a particular day, some labour costs
could still be incurred be-
cause of the terms of collec-
tive labour agreements, thus
increasing the falling costs
for the entire cutblock. Hav-
ing alternative work sites,
such as a nearby cutblock in
different weather conditions
will help to alleviate the
cost of lost workdays.
Weather conditions, espe-
cially high winds, are
often localized; it may be

Figure 70
Shovelling may be
required to remove
deep snow from
around the trees.

Hand-falling
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possible to find an alternate work site with suitable weather conditions, provided that the
required cutting approvals are in place.

Stump height must be controlled
The faller must bend over to reach as close to the ground as possible to keep the stump
heights within tolerances. Fallers must be in top physical condition to perform this task
continually.

Furthermore, in the Interior where operations on deep snow are common, the fallers may
be unable to get the stumps low enough without shovelling the snow away from the tree.
It is not uncommon to hire extra workers to remove the snow from around the trees to
avoid too-high stumps.

Can work in clearcut or partial cut
Hand-falling can be done both for partial cut-
ting and clearcutting, in both old-growth and
second-growth stands. Compared with me-
chanical falling, hand-falling has both advan-
tages and disadvantages in a partial cut.

A faller on foot is more mobile than a machine.
Because no trail is required, the faller can ap-
proach any tree without regard to whether the
crop trees could accidentally be damaged by a
careless movement. Furthermore, by approach-
ing close to each tree, the faller can examine it
to confirm whether it should be harvested —
such a decision may be easier adjacent to the
tree rather than 5–7 m away in a machine’s cab.

On the other hand, hand-falling in closed or
decadent stands is difficult because of the in-
creased safety hazard.  Trees can become entan-
gled in the limbs of adjacent trees, and rotten

tops or limbs can pose a significant overhead hazard. Every tree is like the first tree felled
in a clearcut, which is one of the most dangerous phases of falling. Lastly, the faller
cannot reposition the trees after falling, and therefore must ensure that they are oriented
correctly with the proposed direction of skidding or yarding. Poor control of the falling
direction can increase the extraction costs significantly.

Partial cutting in steep coastal old-growth cutblocks with large, high-volume trees has
often been thought to be too dangerous to consider. However, recent studies by FERIC

have successfully demonstrated this technique (Bennett 1997). Partial cutting is more
common in coastal second-growth forests and in the Interior, where the trees are smaller
and more thrifty, and the terrain less difficult.

Mechanical Falling

Mechanical falling equipment eliminates the need for a worker on the ground — instead
of a worker with a chainsaw cutting each tree manually, a ground-based machine
equipped with a felling head does the work. This factor significantly increases worker
safety, reduces the physical demands on the worker, improves fibre utilization, and
allows different equipment to be used for extraction.

Figure 71
This hand-felled
timber was in a

partial cut helicopter
block on steep

terrain in the Queen
Charlotte Islands.

Falling Equipment
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The typical mechanical falling equipment used in British Columbia consists of an
excavator-based carrier with a falling attachment such as a hydraulically driven disc or
chainsaw. Typical falling machines can reach trees 5–7 m or more from their counter-
point and cut a swath 10–12 m wide on each pass. The machines usually travel just one
time over each path. After the trees are cut from the stump, they can either be bunched
to facilitate extraction, or simply directed towards the preferred landing zone.

A wide variety of mechanical falling equipment is available. The common and distin-
guishing characteristics of these machines will be discussed separately.

Common Features of Mechanized Falling Equipment

Besides replacing an on-the-ground worker with a machine, all mechanical falling
equipment share some additional characteristics. They all can move the logs after fall-
ing, have an operator enclosed in a protective cab, can work in clearcuts or partial cuts,
and are expensive to own and operate. The following section will discuss how each of
these features affects the operational and environmental risks for the machines.

Large machine travels to each tree
A large machine is required to carry the felling head to each tree. As with ground-based
skidding equipment, access is constrained by slope, terrain, and soil strength, and soil
disturbance may be caused.

OPERATIONAL

Mechanical falling equip-
ment is limited to the terrain
and slope that it can travel
over. Track-mounted ma-
chines can work on slopes
up to 60%, and some spe-
cialized machines can work
on steeper slopes. However,
rubber-tired falling equip-
ment is limited to much
lower slopes. Windfalls,
large boulders, depressions,
and rock bluffs are typical
obstacles that must be moved or avoided. 

In clearcuts on gentle terrain, the equipment usually travels back and forth across the
slope, cutting a swath on each pass. Cutting begins at the top of the slope so that the
trees can be bunched into the clearing with the butts pointing downhill. On steeper ter-
rain, the preferred travel direction is straight up and down the slopes to enhance ma-
chine stability.  The trees are bunched to the side. On very steep terrain, machines fall
the trees while travelling upslope, then return to the bottom of the slope without cut-
ting, and then start another swath.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Soil disturbance is less of an issue with mechanical falling equipment than with skid-
ding equipment because of the fewer passes over the ground and the lower travel speed.
However, even single passes of a machine can cause soil disturbance if the soil is sus-
ceptible to compaction (e.g., fine-textured or wet soils). Heavy equipment should be

Figure 72
A large feller-buncher
with tilt-cab, zero-
clearance tailswing,
and high-speed disc
saw. This machine was
operating in the
transition zone
between coastal and
interior conditions.

Common Features of Mechanized Falling Equipment
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used under more favourable conditions (e.g., coarse soil or dry, frozen, or deep
snowpack conditions).

The felling head must be aligned straight-on with the tree before cutting. With boom-
mounted fellers, the boom or superstructure simply turns to face the tree, but drive-to-
tree machines must be re-positioned to align with the tree. Such movement may cause
soil disturbance. Boom-mounted fellers may require more turning for proper position-
ing on steep ground.

Can move the tree after
cutting
All mechanical falling
equipment has some capa-
bility for moving the trees
after falling. Feller-bunchers
are designed specifically for
this task, while feller-direc-
tors move the trees only
incidentally after falling.
Feller-processors cut the
trees and pile the logs as
they are produced.

OPERATIONAL

The ability to place the trees into bunches enhances the productivity of the extraction
phase by reducing the hookup time. This single feature of mechanical felling equipment
allows machines such as grapple skidders and clambunks to achieve their high produc-
tivity levels.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Falling equipment can be used to move trees away from sensitive areas such as ripar-
ian zones, perhaps with less risk than using the skidding equipment. Mechanical fall-
ing equipment travels more slowly than skidding equipment, and has a lower risk of
causing soil disturbance. Once piled away from the sensitive area, the trees can be skid-
ded to the landing with less risk of the skidder causing soil disturbance.

Operator is enclosed in a cab
Mechanical falling equipment elevates the faller off the ground into the comfort of a

machine’s cab, not only
making the work less
strenuous, but also enhanc-
ing safety. 

OPERATIONAL

Once enclosed in the pro-
tective cab of a machine,
the faller’s safety is greatly
enhanced. Rotten tops and
branches no longer pose a
safety concern, and trees
that become entangled in

Figure 73
Piling trees into
bunches with a

typical feller-buncher.

Figure 74
The root wads from

windfallen trees pose
a safety hazard.

Mechanical falling is
much safer than

hand-falling under
these conditions.

Falling Equipment
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the limbs of other trees can be moved without endangering the faller.  Windfalls can be
handled without exposing the faller to the danger of root wads that might overturn
after cutting, or to the potentially lethal energy stored in bent and highly stressed stems.

The physical demands of the job are also reduced as compared with hand-falling, which
may or may not be a benefit depending on the individual’s preferences. Both jobs
require highly skilled people, but their skill requirements are not interchangeable and
each attracts workers from a different labour pool. 

Nighttime operations are feasible because of the reduced safety hazards. Falling and
other phases typically proceed around the clock in many highly mechanized operations
in the Interior.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Being some distance from the tree being cut and enclosed in a cab, the operator’s
vision may be impaired compared with that of a hand-faller. This may make choosing
the correct trees to cut and leave in partial cutting prescriptions more difficult, especially
if the difference between cut and leave trees is subtle. The vision problem is worse dur-
ing nighttime operations since the lights do not illuminate the tree tops, and it may be
difficult to distinguish the correct trees from the bottom alone. Pre-marking the trees can
make it easier for the machine operator to select the correct trees for falling, but at the
cost of an additional crew.

Can work in clearcut or partial cut
Mechanical falling equipment can be used for partial cutting as well as clearcutting;
however, a series of corridors must be cleared to provide access to all parts of the stand.
The same corridors are used later for extraction. Boom-mounted machines reach from
the corridor between the re-
sidual trees to the harvested
trees, although they are lim-
ited by the length of the
boom. Purpose-built feller-
processors usually have
a longer reach than
machines adapted from
feller-bunchers, so the
access corridors can be
spaced wider apart. Drive-
to-tree machines must have
free access to all the trees to
be harvested.

The operators must be careful not to damage the residual trees, and a design feature of
classic excavator-based fellers makes them particularly susceptible to this problem. The
superstructure overhangs the tracks when the machine is turned sideways, and the over-
hang is out of the operator’s line of vision. It would be quite easy to knock over the trees
adjacent to a narrow corridor. Some excavator-based fellers have a “zero-clearance”
tailswing design to eliminate this problem. Drive-to-tree fellers require sufficient space
to turn towards the trees without damaging the residual trees.

If a tree becomes entangled in the surrounding trees during falling, it can simply
be dislodged without endangering the machine operator.

Figure 75
A zero-clearance,
tilt-cab feller-
buncher working in
a selection cut.

Common Features of Mechanized Falling Equipment
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Capital costs, operating costs, and productivity are high
The owning and operating costs of mechanical falling equipment are much higher than
for hand-falling. The high ownership costs make it vital to provide enough volume of
timber over the entire operating season to keep the equipment busy and to amortize the
capital costs at a reasonable rate. The high operating costs compared with hand-falling
make it vital to recover the extra costs in another phase (i.e., extraction). The bunching
ability and high productivity of the mechanical falling equipment make it feasible to use
highly productive skidding equipment such as grapple skidders and clambunks. Bunch-
ing can also improve the productivity for cable systems, especially swing yarders
configured for grapple yarding. Without the cost savings for these phases, the extra costs
for mechanical falling equipment would not be warranted.

These factors work together to make mechanical falling equipment suitable for large,
full-time contractors, and unsuitable for smaller, part-time operators.

Distinguishing Features of Mechanized Falling Equipment

Five major characteristics distinguish the various types of mechanical falling equipment
from one another: the method for advancing the felling head to the tree, the carrier type,
the machine function, the machine’s size, and the type of felling head. In addition, sev-
eral other important features to be discussed here may be found on a particular make
and model.

Boom-mounted and drive-to-tree
The felling head must be positioned next to the tree before cutting, either by a boom or
by driving the carrier to the tree. The most common type used in British Columbia is

boom mounted, although
some drive-to-tree ma-
chines are used. Drive-to-
tree machines are limited to
operating on excellent soil
and terrain conditions be-
cause they must literally be
driven to each tree. Their
ideal operating conditions
consist of flat ground with
no obstacles. On the other
hand, boom-mounted fel-
lers remain at some distance
from the tree during the cut-
ting cycle, with just the cut-
ting head approaching the
tree. These machines de-
pend less on favourable
terrain.

Boom-mounted Boom-
mounted fellers are not
hampered by the same ter-
rain limitations as drive-
to-tree machines because
the carrier remains about

Figure 76
Piling trees into

bunches with a typical
feller-buncher with a

heavy-duty boom. The
high-speed disc saw is

visible at the bottom of
the felling head.

Figure 77
A light-duty, knuckle

boom. This boom
design is intended
for falling, not for

heavy lifting.

Falling Equipment
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3–10 m away from the tree.
The felling head usually ro-
tates side-to-side relative to
the boom by about 20
degrees or more to reduce
the impact of leaning
trees or uneven ground.
See the “High-rotation
head” section for additional
information.

Two types of booms are used:
heavy-duty and light-duty.
Heavy-duty booms are typi-
cal of feller-bunchers, and are intended for full-tree operations where the entire tree is lifted.
On the other hand, booms on felling equipment used in cut-to-length operations are usu-
ally longer and lighter because they are not intended for lifting the entire tree. Two differ-
ent designs are seen: knuckle booms and telescopic slide-booms. The telescopic booms
combine long reach and compact size at the expense of mechanical complexity.

The exact work cycle will vary depending on the type of boom and harvesting head,
but it begins by positioning the carrier within reaching distance of the trees. Trees are
selected individually, and cut from the stump. With feller-bunchers, the trees are held
vertically before they are dropped into a bunch, usually behind the machine. With light-
duty booms on feller-processors and feller-directors, the tree’s falling direction is sim-
ply controlled by orienting the felling head properly on the tree before starting the cut.
Once the cut is completed, the tree usually falls into the residual stand. Once on the
ground, the tree is cut into logs in the case of feller-processors or possibly shifted into a
bunch with a feller-director.

After cutting all the trees within its reach, the machine advances to the next cutting
location, and repeats the process.

OPERATIONAL

Boom-mounted felling heads facilitate bunching. Trees can be moved from the stump
to a bunch by simply turning the boom or superstructure instead of repositioning the
entire machine.

Slope limits the operating range for boom-mounted fellers, both from the perspective
of machine stability as well as the maximum slope at which the boom can be swivelled.
Turning the machine on a slope while carrying a heavy payload requires more power
than on flat land. To compensate, the working radius is reduced to less than the maxi-
mum extension.

The shorter reach of heavy-duty booms means that the machine must spend a higher
proportion of its operating time moving between trees.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Boom-mounted machines do not require turning at each cutting site — the felling head
is aligned by swivelling the superstructure or the boom itself. Soil disturbance is reduced.

Boom-mounted fellers can reach into a stand to cut an individual tree more easily than
a drive-to-tree feller. This feature can be beneficial along riparian zones or similar
areas where individual trees must be removed without affecting the residual stand.

Figure 78
A telescopic boom
allows for compact
size as well as longer
reach.

Distinguishing Features of Mechanized Falling Equipment
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With heavy-duty booms, trees are held vertically after cutting, and debris such as bro-
ken limbs is likely to fall on the cab. This has two implications: the carrier’s cab must
be designed to withstand the abuse, and the accumulating debris tends to obscure the
operator’s vision. Both factors tend to limit the overhead visibility; consequently, the
boom design should be considered where trees require careful examination before
cutting, such as in partial cuts. With light-duty booms using feller-processor heads, the
debris tends to fall away from the cab, thus not accumulating on the roof where it could
obscure visibility.

Drive-to-tree Drive-to-tree carriers can be either tracked or wheeled, and the wheeled
carriers can be either three- or four-wheel designs. Although none of them is used
extensively in British Columbia, they are used commonly in other regions, and are
included here for reference.

Three-wheel fellers with a castering rear wheel are quick and highly maneuverable;
however, they cannot carry as large trees as other, more stable carriers. Four-wheel
carriers are less maneuverable than the three-wheel machines, but more stable.

See the “Ground-based Primary Transport” section for a discussion of the differences
between wheeled and tracked carriers.

OPERATIONAL

Drive-to-tree felling machines feature simpler design and construction than boom-
mounted machines, and are more economical to own and operate under favourable
operating conditions. However, obstacles such as windfalls, boulders, or depressions
can prevent drive-to-tree machines from engaging the trees, or they can render the
machines uneconomic because of the time required to clear the obstacles. Such obsta-
cles near the tree might prevent the felling head from being fully lowered, which may

result in higher stumps and
less fibre recovery. The ma-
chines could also become
unstable when driving over
uneven ground while trans-
porting a tree. Operator
comfort is reduced com-
pared with boom-mounted
machines because of the
increased travel over rough
terrain.

The castering wheel on
the three-wheeled machines

provides them with a very tight turning radius — they can travel between a straight row
of planted trees then easily turn perpendicular to the row to face the trees for cutting.

Tracked machines are typically slower and heavier than wheeled machines and can carry
a larger felling head.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Drive-to-tree machines may cause more soil disturbance because they must be turned
to face each tree before cutting. Also, soil compaction can be greater because the
machines often travel several times over a given area. 

Figure 79
A three-wheeled feller-

buncher. This type of
carrier requires highly

favourable ground
conditions to be used

successfully.

Falling Equipment
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Carriers for boom-mounted felling heads
The boom-mounted fellers can be divided into two groups based on the carrier type.
Excavator-based carriers have tracks and a rotating superstructure. Articulated, rubber-
tired carriers are similar to the carriers used for forwarders, but their construction is gen-
erally lighter because they are not designed to support the tree’s entire weight during
falling and processing.

Excavator-based The origi-
nal excavator-based felling
machines were simply
conversions of standard ex-
cavators, but now these
machines are usually con-
structed on purpose-built
carriers. Some designs may
bear little resemblance to
conventional excavators,
with features such as zero-
clearance tailswing or tilting
cabs, both of which will be
discussed later.

OPERATIONAL

Excavator-based carriers can operate on a wide range of terrain and soil conditions. Their
robust construction and stability allow them to travel on fairly steep sections such as near
gullies and broken ground. It is not uncommon for excavator-based fellers to operate
on short pitches up to 60%, and some special designs can operate up to 70%.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Excavator-based fellers have a fairly light footprint, especially since they normally travel
just one time over each section of ground and do a limited amount of turning. Adverse
soil impacts are more likely to be caused by the extraction phase than by the falling
equipment.

Situations could arise where the impact of mechanical falling equipment could
exceed the impact of the extraction equipment, and the impact of the falling equipment
must be managed separately. For example, cable yarding could be required because of
terrain conditions such as sensitive soil, yet mechanical falling might still be feasible
because the slope is within limits. Under these conditions, the falling might be required
to occur during dry or frozen conditions to minimize the impact of the falling
equipment.

The size and configuration of the machine can affect its usefulness for partial cutting.
Unless designed with a zero-clearance tailswing, the superstructure overhang can dam-
age the residual trees close to the access corridor in a partial cut.

Articulated, rubber-tired carrier These carriers are typically used as feller-processors in
the cut-to-length system; it is difficult to separate the effects of the carrier from those of
the felling head and the entire harvesting system. These two issues will be discussed later
in the handbook.

Rubber-tired carriers are similar to forwarders, but with a boom instead of a log cradle.
As with forwarders, they can be fitted with tracks over the wheels to increase the

Figure 80
A typical feller-
buncher. While similar
to an excavator in
overall appearance,
special features of the
cab, boom,
undercarriage, and
body protection
distinguish this
machine as one
optimized for falling.
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footprint area and reduce
the ground pressure. The
operator’s cab is normally
mounted in a fixed position,
although some carriers use a
swivel mounting.

OPERATIONAL

The equipment is expensive
to purchase and is less
productive than typical
North American fellers.
However, these features are

more characteristic of the entire CTL system than just of the carrier. See the discussion
in the “Operating Techniques” section about the various harvesting systems.

Being rubber-tire mounted, these carriers can quickly move between operating areas
without requiring a low-bed.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Since these machines are most often used as feller-processors, they usually travel on a
mat of limbs and tops. In addition, the longer boom typical of these carriers can reach
farther from the trail, allowing wider trail spacing. Considering these factors with their
low ground pressure, these carriers cause little soil disturbance while travelling.

Articulated, rubber-tired carriers typically have a more “high-tech” design than
excavator-based carriers, including larger windows for improved visibility, which can
be an asset for working in thinning or partial cutting operations.

Felling head
Felling heads can be grouped into four classes. Feller-bunchers cut the trees and pile
them into bunches, while directors just cut the trees, leaving them on the ground where

they fall. Feller-processor heads, both single-
grip and double-grip, cut the trees and then
manufacture them into logs. Single-grip feller-
processors perform both actions with just one
head, whereas double-grip feller-processors
require two components to accomplish the task.

The choice between the four types depends
mainly on the wood form desired for the extrac-
tion phase, as well as the timber characteristics
in the operating area.

Feller-buncher Feller-bunchers are the most
common type of felling head used in
British Columbia. They are highly productive,
and well suited to working with high-productiv-
ity skidding equipment such as grapple skidders
and clambunks. They must be mounted on a ro-
bust carrier that can withstand the stresses
caused by lifting and moving whole trees.

Some of the distinguishing characteristics

Figure 82
A typical feller-

buncher head. This
head has a low-speed

saw mounted on a
sliding carriage. It also
features accumulator

arms that cut and hold
several trees

simultaneously.
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Figure 81
An articulated, rubber-
tired carrier with three

axles and track-and-
tire tractive system.

Note the lightweight
protection and large

windows typical of
Scandinavian designs.
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between the different makes and models of feller-buncher heads are the size, the type
of saw, and whether the feller-buncher can hold several trees simultaneously (i.e., has
accumulator arms).

Feller-bunchers are available in a range of sizes as determined by the maximum open-
ing size. The smallest feller-bunchers can cut and hold trees up to about 40 cm in
diameter, while the largest feller-bunchers have openings of about 70 cm. For the
occasional large trees, feller-bunchers can cut the tree from both sides, effectively
increasing the maximum tree size.  Oversize trees are usually just felled, without try-
ing to hold the tree for bunching.

Most feller-bunchers use circular saw blades, either continuous high-speed or intermit-
tent low-speed, although some older models use cone saws, augers, or chainsaws.

The saw blade in high-speed saws spins continuously when operating, and the
kinetic energy stored in the disc provides the power for cutting. To start the cutting
cycle, the felling head is positioned in front of the tree without actually touching it. When
the operator is ready to begin cutting, the head is advanced quickly and smoothly into
the tree. Cutting time is less than one second. After the tree is completely severed, the
grapple arms close around the tree to prevent it from falling. The operator must be highly
coordinated to advance the blade through the tree without stalling it and to grasp the
tree before it begins to fall. If the saw fails to cut the tree completely, then the head must
be withdrawn, the saw blade spun up to full speed, and the process repeated.

The “cut-before-hold” procedure ensures that the head does not bend the tree and
induce any stresses that may cause the wood to shatter or split. Very cold weather may
cause the wood to split more easily.

High-speed saws are best suited for smaller-diameter trees since they rely on quick cutting.

With low-speed saws, the blade rotates only when it is actually cutting the tree. The blade
is mounted on a sliding carriage that allows the felling head to fully grasp the tree when
the blade is in the retracted position. Once the grapple arms are closed, the saw blade
is advanced, usually taking three to five seconds to cut through the tree. Motor power,
not kinetic energy, is used to cut the tree, so low-speed saws can be used on larger-
diameter trees. They are not well suited to small-diameter trees because of their lower
productivity. 

These high-speed and low-speed saw heads are designed and constructed quite ruggedly,
and are often used to knock down undersized, non-merchantable trees. They are also
effective for cutting heavily limbed trees.

All feller-buncher heads
have grapple arms for hold-
ing the trees both during the
cutting and bunching stages.
Some felling heads are
equipped with accumulator
arms that allow the head to
cut and hold several trees
before bunching to increase
productivity.

To minimize the amount
of turning and soil distur-
bance, the bunches must be
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Figure 83
Feller-director head
used for coastal
second-growth timber.
After falling, the trees
can be moved by
lifting them with the
grapple arms.
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aligned with the intended skidding direction, so the feller-buncher operator must be
aware of the skidding plans. In stands of small trees, several trees can be cut and accu-
mulated in the felling head before turning to deposit the trees in a bunch. With larger
trees, they are cut and bunched individually. Bunches typically contain 5–10 trees.

Feller-director A feller-director is used to fall trees in a preferred direction. Bunching
can be done with directors by shifting the trees’ locations after they are felled. By not
lifting the full weight of the trees, directors can be mounted on smaller carriers than
required for conventional bunching.

The original felling heads used in British Columbia were drive-to-tree feller-directors
using shears. Shears act like scissors, are simple to use and inexpensive to manufacture.
Unfortunately, they also cause significant damage to the trees by crushing the fibre and
splitting or shattering the wood. Such damage is especially significant during cold
weather. Since almost all British Columbia operations produce sawlogs, and their value
is reduced significantly by such damage, shears are rarely used in British Columbia.
Shears can be used successfully in regions where pulp logs are the primary product
because the damage caused to the trees does not devalue the product.

Boom-mounted directors typically use chainsaws for cutting. The use of chainsaws al-
lows the weight of the felling head to be kept low, which subsequently allows the use
of a lighter carrier. The felling heads on double-grip feller-processors are actually
chainsaw feller-directors.

Feller-processor: single grip and double grip Feller-processors combine the falling and log-
manufacturing functions into one machine. Single-grip feller-processors use a single, boom-
mounted head for both the falling and manufacturing, while double-grip feller-processors

have separate falling and
processing heads.

The essential components in
a typical single-grip feller-
processor head include a
chainsaw for cutting, pow-
ered rollers for feeding the
tree through the processor,
delimbing knives, and
encoders for measuring di-
ameter and length. Some
models uses a stroke princi-
ple instead of powered roll-
ers for moving the logs, but
these machines are limited
to cutting fixed lengths. In
double-grip feller-proces-
sors, the felling head is
essentially a lightweight fel-
ler-director, while the proc-
essor itself has a second
chainsaw, powered rollers,
delimbing knives, and
measuring devices. These
components are similar to

Figure 85
This double-grip feller-
processor has a boom-

mounted felling head
and a chassis-mounted

processing head.

Figure 84
A single-grip feller-

processor with a
non-rigid mounting.

This tree was just
felled, and is now

being cut into short
logs. The logs are

sorted into different
piles according to

their grade.
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those in a single-grip feller-processor, only
larger and mounted on the carrier instead of the
felling head.

The log manufacturing functions in feller-proc-
essors are usually controlled by a computer that
allows the operator to specify various size lim-
its for cutting the logs. Accuracy and reliability
of the length-measuring system is critical for
these machines to be used successfully, espe-
cially in cut-to-length operations. See the “Log-
measurement methods” discussion in the
“Processing Equipment” section for further
information.

Single-grip feller-processors are better suited to
smaller timber, while double-grip feller-
processors can work with larger timber.
Double-grip machines are better suited in dense
understorey because they can penetrate the
brush more easily than single-grip feller-proces-
sors. They can also be used with feller-bunchers, where they would perform only the
processing function. 

Single-grip feller-processors are relatively delicate machines that cannot withstand as
much abuse as feller-bunchers. As a result, the head cannot be pushed as easily through
deep snow to cut low
stumps, and the head can-
not be used to simply knock
over undersized trees. Con-
sequently, every tree must
be cut individually, but once
cut, only a little extra
processing time is required
to produce a log. Fewer
trees are discarded, and sin-
gle-grip feller-processors
may be able to extract more
timber from a given stand
than a feller-buncher. Feller-
processors may also be less
effective falling heavily
limbed trees than feller-
bunchers.

Levelling cab
When boom-mounted fel-
lers work on steep ground,
their lifting capacity is
reduced because of the
power requirements for
turning the machine with a

Figure 87
The levelling cab
allows for easier
operations on steep
terrain. The engine is
located in the lower
module, below the
operator’s cab.

Figure 86
A single-grip feller-
processor head.
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Figure 88
A conventional feller-
buncher mounted on
hydraulic levelling
cylinders. This design
provides less levelling
adjustment than the
other designs.
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payload — the superstructure tends to swing downhill under the force of gravity. Fur-
thermore, tilting the cab too steeply makes it very uncomfortable for the operator. Mount-
ing the cab and boom on a platform that compensates for the ground slope can alleviate
both of these problems.

The additional hardware required to provide the levelling capability increases the weight
of the machine, which can increase the ground pressure. Mechanical complexity and
capital costs are also higher.

Zero-clearance tail swing
The superstructure of a con-
ventional excavator over-
hangs the tracks when the
machine is turned sideways,
which could easily cause
damage to the trees adja-
cent to a narrow corridor.
The zero-clearance design
eliminates this problem by
reducing the length of the
cab behind the pivot point.
These machines can work

and travel easily within a corridor only as wide as their nominal width. However, the
design also means that the counter-balancing provided by the overhang is eliminated,
which reduces the machine’s lifting capacity.

Size
The mechanical falling equipment should be matched to the expected size of the timber.
In addition, the overall width of the carrier can be significant in partial cutting opera-
tions where narrow corridors are important.

The largest feller-bunchers can handle coastal
second-growth timber and some coastal old
growth by cutting the trees from two sides. The
smallest feller-bunchers are suitable for uniform
stands such as the pine stands in the central
Interior of British Columbia.

High-rotation head
A recent innovation for feller-buncher heads is
to mount them on a swivel that provides about
250 degrees of movement, compared with
about 20 degrees for a conventional feller-
buncher. This design makes it easier to align the
head in directions other than “straight ahead.”
Some benefits of this design are that the head can
be aligned with heavily leaning trees and wind-
falls lying at odd angles, the bunches can be
aligned at different angles than straight away from
the feller-buncher, and the larger bunches im-
prove skidding productivity.

Figure 89
A zero-clearance

levelling feller-
processor with

levelling cab. The
engine is located

beside the cab.

Figure 90
The high-rotation
mechanism for a

feller-buncher head.
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The net result is that the feller-buncher can either retrieve or place bunches at odd
angles without having to reposition the carrier. This feature can improve productivity and
reduce the amount of soil disturbance.

Rigid attachment to boom
Feller-buncher heads are at-
tached rigidly to the boom
so that the trees can be held
vertically after they are cut
from the stump. In contrast,
most feller-processor heads
are not designed to hold the
tree vertically after cutting
— the tree simply falls in the
direction that the head is
pointed. Feller-processor
heads cannot be used effec-
tively for bunching other
than for piling the short logs.

Figure 91
A feller-processor head
with a rigid mounting
to the boom, making it
suitable for use as a
feller-buncher or a
processor. Note the
robust carrier and
boom compared with
other feller-processors.
The head also has a
high-rotation side-tilt
mechanism that allows
for piling of logs beside
the machine.
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